
 
Nine East Network 

Vermont Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program 

9 West Street, Montpelier, VT 05602 

 

Contact:  Jen Bostwick  jbostwick@9east.net 

 

We are looking for Full and Part Time CF’s for several positions throughout Vermont. 

 

 

Job Title: Communication Facilitator (CF) 
 

Program: ASL and Bilingual Education 

 

Purpose of the Position: 

 

This position provides direct service facilitating communication for students who are deaf or 

hard of hearing, including basic interpreting, in classroom and other educational environments, 

as needed to help educators and students achieve desired learning outcomes. 

 

Minimum Qualifications: 

 

 Education: High School Diploma or Equivalent, with minimum 2 years relevant college 

or professional training or equivalent experience required. Some prior training or 

education about behavior issues related to communication challenges 

 

 Professional: ASL proficiency required. ASLPI Level III and higher preferred. 

 

 Relevant Experience: At least 1-3 years’ experience working with children with varied 

language levels and communication needs 

 

 Qualities: This position requires exceptional interpersonal and communication skills, a 

high level of professionalism, and the ability to exercise sound discretion in the moment 

to serve the needs of the students and schools as they arise. 

 

Reports To: ASL and Bilingual Education Program Manager or Coordinator 

 

Essential Duties: 

 

 Provide effective communication support, including basic sign interpreting and other 

communication modalities/options as needed and appropriate, which enable deaf and 

hard of hearing students to communicate meaningfully with school staff and other 

students in a variety of educational settings. 
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 Determine and provide the proper level of facilitation and interpretation based on an 

understanding of the individual student’s expressive and receptive language needs and 

auditory level when appropriate. This includes adapting communication options and 

strategies when needed by changing circumstances. 

 

 Prepare for daily classroom lectures and activities (i.e., review text, audio/visual 

materials, special vocabulary) in order to provide a clear understanding and interpretation 

of academic materials. The CF may provide instructional support, as directed by a 

licensed educator, in order to reinforce classroom objectives and curriculum content. 

 

 Maintain positive and effective working relationships with educators and team members, 

by clearly articulating and demonstrating the role of the CF, providing education about 

the needs of the student to relevant parties, and directing questions regarding the student 

to the appropriate personnel. 

 

 Whenever possible, participate in meetings such as IEP meetings, in-service meetings, 

related workshops and conferences. 

 

Expectations of ALL NEN Employees working in schools: 

 

 Satisfaction of background check including criminal records check 

 Maintain valid driver’s license and reliable transportation 

 Participate in professional growth through readings, workshops/conferences, seminars, 

 coursework or other staff development activities 

 Comply with company security and confidentiality policies 

 Receive mandatory reporter training regarding potential abuse or neglect 


